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It's a pleasure to be back in St. Louis for the annual Community Banking Research Conference. I am
grateful for the continued partnership between the Federal Reserve, the Conference of State Bank
Supervisors (CSBS), and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and I would like to thank
the conference organizing committee for putting together this important forum, now in its 11th year.
This conference provides an excellent opportunity for policymakers to pause and reflect on the impact
of current U.S. bank regulatory policies on the financial system. At the same time, we should also
consider how alterations to these policies will influence the future of the broader banking system.

We get a view into these questions—the effectiveness of past policy choices and insights that can
help shape future policy reforms—from several aspects of this conference, including, of course, the
research that will be presented and from the results of the CSBS Annual Community Bank Survey. We
also gain insight from the experience and perspectives of our participants: your questions and
commentary throughout the next few days can provide important context about the intended and
unintended consequences of past policy decisions. And the combined perspectives from the wide
range of experts gathered here—the researchers, regulators, policymakers, and bankers—will provide
us with valuable insights into how to better establish and calibrate bank regulatory and supervisory
policy in the future.

Research, data, and analysis are essential to thoughtful bank regulatory reform. These tools can be
used to identify issues that must be addressed or remediated; they can help us evaluate which
elements of the current bank regulatory framework may be effective or ineffective, and they can help
us craft reforms with a clearer understanding of the intended and unintended consequences.
Together, these tools can help us develop and implement appropriate regulatory reforms that do not
impair the long-term health or impede the future growth of our diverse U.S. banking system, enabling
us to avoid the pitfalls of reforms that fail to accomplish these important goals.

Today I will begin by discussing some of the research around community banks and the role they play
in the U.S. banking system. I will then discuss how this research can inform policy, including by
helping us be more sensitive to the unintended consequences of reform, and discuss how this
perspective can be applied to the evaluation of bank mergers and acquisitions. Finally, I will mention a
few additional areas where I think research could be valuable as an input to the rulemaking process.

The Role of Research, Data, and Analysis in Rulemaking
Good research leads to good policy. This statement will likely sound familiar to many of you, as it was
how Jim Bullard, the former president of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, would describe one of
the key purposes of this conference in past years. Over the years, many of the conference speakers
and presenters have echoed that same sentiment since this conference first launched in 2013.



In my remarks today, I will discuss the importance of using an evidence-based approach to bank
regulatory policy, which has been a long-standing theme and goal of this conference. While research
can provide valuable insights to inform revisions to bank regulatory policy, research is particularly
important when it comes to regulatory efforts that directly affect community banks, including changes
to modernize the Community Reinvestment Act regulations, or reforms to the supervisory standards
and expectations for community banks. Research also plays an important role in helping us
understand policy reforms that affect community banks indirectly, such as the potential that regulatory
requirements designed to apply only to larger banks could eventually be pushed down to smaller and
community banks.

Research and evidence-based rulemaking can insulate the banking system from wide swings in policy
over time. The banking system faced significant challenges this year, triggered by the failures of three
large banks in the early spring. As I noted at the time, the policy choices made in responding to these
failures will have important, long-term consequences for the U.S. banking system.1 The potentially far-
reaching consequences of policy choices we make during this time highlight the importance of clearly
identifying the problems we are attempting to address using data to craft solutions that are effective,
targeted, and efficient. Bank failures demand scrutiny, but bank failures alone do not justify wholesale
revisions to the bank regulatory framework. Before we undertake reforms intended to address issues
that led to bank failures, we need to develop a comprehensive understanding not only of those root
causes, but also of the costs and unintended consequences of potential reforms. Research can
protect against over-reactive regulation, especially that which is not efficient, calibrated and tailored to
address the actual risks and challenges facing the banking system.

My insistence upon being guided by evidence does not imply that I am opposed to regulatory reforms,
but rather that policymakers should be expected to show their work. The banking system is not
perfect, and policymakers should continually ask themselves if there are ways to improve regulation
and supervision. I am always open to considering evidence-based proposals that address known
deficiencies and shortcomings in our regulatory and supervisory framework, but any such proposals
must stop short of interfering with or stepping into the role of managing the financial institution.

I am very pleased that this research and policy conference has continued to thrive and grow over the
11 years since its inception. The research work you all do, especially your efforts to develop data and
analysis to inform policy, is a critical input to the rulemaking process.

While research is a foundation of prudent regulatory policy, the community banks that operate under
this framework are the reason we are gathered together at the Saint Louis Federal Reserve Bank. So,
let's build upon that foundation to highlight the role of community banks in the U.S. banking system.

The role of community banks in the U.S. banking system
As is necessary and appropriate when speaking at a research conference, let's start with the research.
Research can help reinforce a statement that policymakers often make, which is that banks of all
sizes—including community banks—are a critical part of a healthy and vibrant banking system. Today,
there are around 4,200 community banks in the United States.2 What role do these community banks
play in the current U.S. banking system and in the communities they serve?

While my discussion could not possibly do justice to the vast body of research addressing the
important role of community banks in providing credit and supporting their communities, I would like to
highlight a few research findings that will likely resonate with community bankers and researchers.

A classic 2002 paper from economist Allen Berger and his co-authors looked at how banks process
information to make credit allocation decisions, with the goal of evaluating the differences between
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small and large banks.3 The paper provided empirical evidence that small banks have a comparative
advantage over large banks in making small business loans due to their specialized ability to
effectively produce "soft information" on smaller firms and make effective credit decisions based on
this information. In contrast, the paper finds that larger banks are at a comparative advantage when
lending to larger firms that can produce more "hard information" that can be easily verified and
documented. This research validates and confirms that community banks leverage the power of
"relationship banking," and in doing so, are an important source of credit to a critical segment of the
economy. This finding also helps explain why community banks were able to more effectively and on a
large scale implement the Paycheck Protection Program during the pandemic in comparison with large
banks.

As another, more recent example, a paper published last year by economist Elizabeth Berger provides
additional context to the role of community banks and the policy issues currently being debated. This
paper focuses on the role community banks play in the creation of service sector jobs. We've seen the
important role of service-oriented jobs for job growth the U.S., as our economy has moved away from
manufacturing- and production-based employment over the course of many decades. The paper looks
at both the extent to which small businesses' physical access to a local, relationship lender supports
growth in service sector jobs and explores whether this growth is the result of access to local banking
institutions. She found that service sector job creation is not only supported by relationship lending
from local community banks but also depends on smaller, relationship lenders for growth. Her key
finding is unambiguous: "finance [providers] must be local to facilitate service job creation."4

These research findings will certainly not surprise community bankers, state bank regulators, or those
who directly see the positive impact of community banks on their local communities. But equally
important from a policymaker's perspective is what these papers tell us about the impact of a
community bank exiting its local community and the surrounding market. What happens when a small
business has no local, community banker that takes the time to understand its business, whose
business model is based on developing long-term banking relationships? Would small businesses be
better served if their banking relationships are with large, non-relationship-based banking institutions?
Or if the only alternative source of credit for small businesses were from nonbank lenders that are not
subject to the same regulatory oversight as banks?

Understanding these issues can provide important context, not only to understand the current banking
landscape, but also to evaluate the merit of reform proposals. Reforms that result in impairing the
future of the community banking industry or the elimination of community bank charters to mergers or
acquisition because of over-regulation or excessive compliance burden can have a significant,
adverse impact on small business formation in local communities given the hurdles new small
businesses face when seeking credit. And, while it might be tempting to assume that alternative
sources of credit would arise to fill a gap left by community banks, this is not a given. For example,
while credit unions compete with banks in many banking markets, credit unions are not, by design, by
structure, and by regulation, small business lenders.

Some of the research that will be presented later today and tomorrow explores different aspects of
community banking and the role community banks play in the current banking market. I look forward to
learning more about this research and how it can serve to inform current and future bank regulatory
reform efforts.

Implications of the evidence for regulatory policy
The research I mentioned earlier has important implications for policymakers, as it suggests that
factors that contribute to a reduction in the number and lending footprint of community banks could
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lead to a number of negative impacts, including credit constraints for small businesses and small
business start-ups. This issue could be especially acute when a market—an underserved market—is
left without a community bank as a source of credit. The research highlights that a banking desert
does not only affect individuals, but also can have a devastating impact on small businesses, local job
formation, and local economies.

One important influence on banking market competition is bank mergers and acquisitions (M&A),
including the important role of regulators in reviewing and approving these transactions. While one
might naturally assume that approving mergers would always lead to a reduction of community bank
lending, this result may not always be the case, as in markets viewed as less attractive or undesirable
to large or regional banks, where the only option for community banks to survive may be to
consolidate with other community banks in the same geographic area. Surely, some level of
consolidation is preferable to the closure of community banks and the perpetuation of banking deserts
or zombie banks.

At this conference last year, I described what I called the "New Landscape for Banking Competition"
and stressed the urgency of updating and modernizing the framework the federal banking regulators
and the Department of Justice use to evaluate the competitive effects of proposed bank mergers.5 I
offered several commonsense proposals that should guide our thinking about how we evaluate bank
mergers in the future and underscored how calibrating our guidelines correctly is critically important for
community banks, given the evidence we have on their role and impact in providing credit in local
communities.

Among those ideas was a more systematic inclusion of nonbank competitors and credit unions in our
competitive landscape. I also proposed factoring in digital banks, and those more traditional banks
who have established a strong national digital presence, in our competition analysis. These institutions
have proven to be very effective at attracting deposits from anywhere in the country and therefore
clearly compete with banks in urban and rural markets across the U.S.

Why is this important?

First, in our current analytical framework, more than 65 percent of banking markets, as currently
defined, would be considered noncompetitive or "concentrated" in the language of antitrust, yet
the intense competition for banking products and services has only grown, principally from
nonbanks. We need to reconcile that.
Second, in our current framework, only 5 percent of the currently defined banking markets are
considered highly competitive or "unconcentrated." In fact, today there are 19 states in the U.S.
that do not have a single market that would be classified as highly competitive, and only 2 states
have one-quarter or more of their markets designated as highly competitive.6

In our current system, many of the competitors and new entrants that we do have (nonbanks, fintech
firms, credit unions), are systematically ignored. The baseline assumption in our current framework is
that credit unions do not compete with banks, and yet, just last month we saw five announced
acquisitions of community banks by credit unions.7 Despite this trend, after a community bank has
been acquired by a credit union, the resulting credit union is no longer viewed as a baseline
competitor with other community banks in the market. I think it is fair to question whether this view is
consistent with reality.

We have also seen significant changes in how consumers access banking products and services and
observed the migration of many types of loans from the banking sector to nonbanks, including 1–4
family residential mortgage loans. In fact, the top three mortgage lenders in the country are nonbanks.
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Even the largest U.S. banks are behind these nonbanks when it comes to mortgage originations.8 But
we do not consider these entities as competitors when evaluating a merger involving a community
bank.9

Under our current framework, it appears as if regulators have closed the door to a broad range of
potential mergers that are perceived to raise competitive concerns in rural markets, by using an
artificially narrow lens to evaluate competition concerns. Many merger proposals are regularly forced
to go through an extensive, lengthy, and ultimately costly review process. As we've seen in recent
months, this can result in extending the processing of the underlying merger, sometimes by as much
as a year. While there is a lag in the reporting of applications data, data from 2022 show that the
average processing time for applications has increased significantly from 2019 through 2022 for banks
of all sizes.10 Information published by the Federal Reserve suggests that this increase was primarily
the result of the Board's concurrent consideration of several relatively large and complex M&A
proposals requiring Board action. Data through the first half of 2023 showed some improvement in
average processing times, but the volume of approved M&A applications were down substantially from
a year ago, while the number of M&A applications withdrawn in the first half of 2023 has already
exceeded the total number withdrawn in all of calendar year 2022.11

Reported information highlights that community banking organizations also experienced increased
processing time for M&A proposals from 2021 to 2022, with the average time increasing from 63 days
to 72 days for banks under $1 billion in assets, and from 51 days to 96 days for banks from $1 billion
to $10 billion in assets.12 While this average processing timeline improved slightly for community bank
M&A applications in the first half of 2023, the most recent semiannual report on banking applications
acknowledges that there were fewer M&A applications by community banks in the first half of 2023 as
compared with the first half of 2022.13 Applications of any size can raise novel issues or concerns, but
this should raise concerns with policymakers.

While the cause of such delays may vary—for example, receiving an adverse comment on a proposal
can also result in a longer application processing period—lengthy review periods can have significant
adverse consequences to firms and the banking system. Long delays can lead to a number of
negative outcomes, including loss of key staff, pauses on new investment and development of new
consumer and business products, expensive delays in systems integration, reputational risk, and
shareholder losses. We've also seen that when a merger is either approved or denied after a lengthy
process, the institutions involved are generally weaker than they would have been had a determination
been made in a more reasonable time frame. This is not the recipe for a responsible regulatory system
or a healthy banking system.

Of course, there are alternatives to this view of competition in rural markets. As noted in the research I
cited earlier, when looking at the competitive effects of a potential bank merger, it might be more
appropriate to look at the extent to which small businesses in a market would have choices that
include a community bank when seeking credit, rather than looking only at the overall share of
deposits an institution would have in a given banking market.

The research sends a strong signal that preserving local relationship-based community banks is vital
to local economies. This suggests that a regulatory review framework should not be designed to
obstruct mergers that result in stronger, more diversified community banks, with relationship business
models. Clearly, these policies need to change, unless the goal is to facilitate further consolidation of
banking products and services into the hands of a few national players.

This research has implications beyond just bank merger policy. For example, while bank regulatory
reform proposals may consider the incremental additional burden on regulated institutions, this
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approach may be too narrow a lens, particularly for community banks. The cumulative burden of
regulations coupled with extensive supervisory guidance can be a significant headwind for community
banks, and local communities and customers served by community banks often bear the
consequences.

Future Areas of Research
After nearly five years serving on the Board of Governors in the seat designated for someone with
community banking or state bank supervisory experience, I am inspired by the potential of research to
shape policy to reflect the practical reality. Many of you in this room have contributed important
research that has energized policy discussions and debates. I am confident that this year's lineup of
research papers will spark similar conversations.

Year after year, researchers have presented evidence that a banking system with diverse business
models and sizes is better for business formation and leads to better penetration of financial services
products across all industry sectors. You've demonstrated direct benefits to small businesses
(including agriculture-based businesses) and to nontraditional mortgage borrowers when smaller, local
lenders operate in a market.14 You've shown how community banks provide a window into local
economies and local industries and provide an overall view of the health of the U.S. economy.

As we look past this conference, I'd like to suggest a few areas that warrant further research and
debate.

Reconsideration of the community bank asset threshold
First, our regulatory system is very complex, and one thing that adds to this complexity is the often-
inconsistent definitions we use, including the definition of a "community bank." These definitions are
important—they are used to clarify which requirements and rules apply to a certain type of institution.
Policymakers should strive to avoid unnecessary complexity or confusion around these thresholds.

Most commonly, when we refer to a community bank, we are referring to an institution with less than
$10 billion in total consolidated assets. This threshold was referenced in several sections of the Dodd-
Frank Act as a way to differentiate requirements among banks and was explicitly referred to in the
subsequent Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act.15 Of course, the
reality is that our regulatory system applies different rules to different institutions across a wide range
of asset sizes. For example, the Community Reinvestment Act regulation includes asset thresholds
well below any common understanding of what a community bank is. It simply makes sense that the
definition would be rationalized across the bank regulatory framework.

Are these asset size thresholds properly calibrated, and are the impacts, costs, and benefits to
institutions and to customers when banks cross these different thresholds rational? Are these
thresholds creating the right incentives to promote prudent lending while appropriately balancing risk?

We also need a better framework to understand whether we should move beyond simple asset size
thresholds when tailoring our regulatory rules to the risks that different banks pose based, perhaps not
on size, but on business model. Further, is it possible to move beyond asset size thresholds and still
apply our dual banking system's tailored supervisory and regulatory approach in a way that is clear
and transparent to all stakeholders?

Again, research continues to show the benefits that relationship-based commercial lenders provide to
communities. I believe it is of paramount importance to develop a clear and transparent framework for
defining who these lenders are so we can tailor our regulations appropriately.
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Insured and uninsured deposits in bank funding models
A second area that deserves additional research is how banks fund themselves, and whether the
deposit infrastructure—including deposit insurance—could be improved, including to make the
banking system more resilient during times of financial stress. As we saw earlier this year, the speed
at which customers can move money using modern technology is unprecedented. Much like our
competition framework, we need to ensure that the framework that we put in place today supports the
banking system of tomorrow and not the banking system of yesterday.

With respect to deposit insurance reform, the FDIC laid an important foundation when it released its
report on the Options for Deposit Insurance Reform in May 2023.16 The framework shared the FDIC's
views of the pros and cons of either providing unlimited deposit insurance coverage or targeted
coverage based on different account types. The report suggested that targeted coverage might be the
best option for maintaining financial stability and protecting depositors. We need to ensure that our
deposit insurance infrastructure can support banking sector stability in the face of the challenges
posed by today's technology.

This report, however, should not just serve as a call for policymakers to react to a narrow scope of
options developed in reaction to a bank run crisis but should be seen as a call to the research
community to provide evidenced research and analysis on these and other options. I see an
opportunity for extensive stakeholder engagement and public dialogue on the topic of deposit
insurance and the evolution of deposit practices. In my conversations with community bankers this
spring, I learned that a large number of concerned customers called their local community banker with
questions about deposit insurance. Community bankers have direct experience and insights into the
benefits and challenges of our current deposit insurance infrastructure. Their insights can complement
research on this topic and can bring a valuable and realistic practitioner's perspective to this significant
matter of public policy.

Conclusion
As I reflect on the past seven years of my participation in this conference, first as a state bank
commissioner, and now as a member of the Board of Governors, I am struck by how the approach
taken by this conference is, in some ways, a smaller scale model of what I see as an effective
approach to policymaking:

bring researchers and practitioners together to discuss important policy issues that are grounded
in research, and
leverage the insights and experiences from a wide range of stakeholders to improve our
understanding of both the key issues and of the policy options.

I'd like to commend all who have gathered today for participating in person to discuss the research
and to learn from the work and experiences of one another. This conference contributes a wealth of
insights and evidence that lead to better policy choices and can help us understand where future
challenges to the banking industry might emerge.

Our call to action coming from this conference, in my view, is to resist the urge to act in a reactionary
way when addressing policy matters. Instead, policymakers should choose to exercise restraint and
patience, consider the evidence, and strive for well-calibrated policies that fully incorporate the costs,
benefits, and impacts of reform and complement, rather than complicate or contradict, the existing
regulatory framework.
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